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Booklet One

General
Information

Judy and Brad Niemeyer designed
the layout, instructions, and foundation papers for the Queen Size
Version to the Fire Island Hosta.
A collection of fabrics designed by
Hoffman California Fabrics were selected to make the sample
shown on the cover. We would like to offer a special thanks to
Hoffman Fabrics for providing us with such a great collection
of fabrics to present one of our most unique designs. A sewing
technique called foundation paper piecing is used to assemble
the units required to make this quilt. Traditional piecing and
curved piecing techniques are used to join the units after the
foundation piecing is completed.

Newsprint: The foundation papers, templates & template layout

sheets are printed on newsprint. Newsprint is lightweight and
tears away from your stitches without damaging the threads.
This pattern has been packaged with enough papers to complete
one Queen Size Quilt measuring 100” by 100”. Please use the list
below to sort and verify that your pattern was packaged with the
correct pages. The NP-# (or TP-#) is printed along the edge of
each page. You will need to sort through your papers at this time.
Place the following sheets with their respective Booklet.

Newsprint Included in this Pattern:
[NP-235, (2) Sheets, Book One] [NP-236, (4) Sheets, Book One]
[NP-237, (4) Sheets, Book One] [NP-238, (4) Sheets, Book Two]
[NP-239, (4) Sheets, Book Two]
[Book One, (1) each, TP-117, TP-118, TP-119 TP-120]
[Book Two, (1) each, TP-122, TP-123, TP-124, TP-125, TP-126 TP127, TP-128, TP-138]

Corrections:
NOTE: At printing, we noted one correction on the papers. For NP237, we want to use a 9” strip instead of an 11” strip for Leaf Template FL8. Please change the 11” strip to a 9” strip on the newsprint
now. In the original Fire Island Hosta, we recommend an 11” strip.
A 9” will work there as well, but the yardage and pattern are currently correct, so we have left that one the same. The 9” strip in this
pattern is simply more efficient when it comes to yardage because of
how the colors have been set up. This correction is NOT listed online
as it has been listed here, and will be updated in future printings.

If additional corrections are needed for this
pattern after publication, they will be listed
on the Quiltworx webpage at http://www.
quiltworx.com. Scanning the code to the right
will take you straight to the website pattern
page where the corrections are located, which
will be on the right hand side of the page. If
there are no corrections listed, no errors have been identified
in your pattern! If you run across something you think may be
an error, please let us know and we will either post a correction
or clarify the issue for you.

100” x 100”

Instructions: These instructions have been divided into two booklets.

Booklet 1: Three Parts
Booklet 1, Part 1: The introduction covers the following subjects:
1. Techniques
2. Supply List
3. Definition of Common Terms and Tools
4. Definition of Templates and Template Layout Sheets
5. Cutting Out Foundation Papers,Templates & Template Layout
Sheets
6. Fabric: Requirements, Organization, & General Sub-cutting
Booklet 1, Part 2: Includes the yardage and cutting instructions associated with the foundation papers for each of the following units.
Units FL-1, FL-2, FL-3, FL-4, FL-5, FL-6 and FL-7.
Booklet 1, Part 3: Includes the paper piecing instructions for the
foundation papers described above.

Booklet 2, Four Parts
Booklet 2, Part 1: Includes the information associated with sorting
and cutting out the foundation papers for the Queen Size extensions.
Booklet 2, Part 2: Includes the yardage and cutting instructions associated with the foundation papers for the queen extension. Units
SW1L, SW1R, SW2L, SW2R, SW3L, SW3R, SP1, SP2, SP-3, SP-4.
Booklet 2, Part 3: Includes the paper piecing instructions for the
Queen extension foundation papers.
Booklet 2, Part 4: Includes the instructions and graphic needed to
assemble your quilt.

Expanding the
Original Fire Island Hosta
If you have purchased this pattern to expand the original Fire
Island Hosta pattern into a Queen, then you have likely contacted Quiltworx.com and ordered a customized kit. This kit
is not available for purchase in any other way. Your pattern
does therefore not have any newsprint included in Booklet #1
as described here, but only the newsprint included in Booklet
#2. It is strongly recommended that you discard the original
instructions and follow these instructions to make your quilt.
If you have already started making the original pattern and are
expanding it, please disregard all instructions associated with
Bag #8. Additionally, DO NOT complete the Assembly instructions that begin on the second column of Page 17 and move to
pages 19 and 20.
You may also want to double check your yardage information
carefully. We used fabrics differently in this sample. So, you
will want to reference yardage needs for ONLY the Queen Extension of this package as outlined in Booklet #2.
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